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Deadly Class Vol. 1: Reagan Youth Image Comics
Every living creature on Earth has been devolved - the evolutionary
clock turned back, reverting all life to odd mutations and
prehistoric incarnations. The cities of man are little more than
bloody territories ruthlessly dominated by tribal Neanderthals
ruling from the backs of mammoths, packs of saber-toothed tigers,
and giant man-eating insects. Raja, one of the few remaining "Still
Sapien" humans, heads to San Francisco to find the antidote for the
world-changing DVO-8 viral agent. But to cross the wasteland,
she'll have to convince the last pocket of humanity to join her
quest ... and survive the Nazi hillbillies that rule them through
fear!

Atomic Garden Image Comics
A NEW ONGOING CRIME SERIES from the writer of DEADLY CLASS! When an
unassuming man stumbles upon a dark-web contract assassin’s vicious plot to kill an
innocent target, he turns himself into one. The Professional meets Road to Perdition in this
story of a family’s unlikely guardian being hunted by rich and powerful men who are used to
getting away with everything. Join New York Times bestselling writer RICK REMENDER
(DEADLY CLASS, BLACK SCIENCE) and ANDRÉ ARAÚJO (GENERATION GONE,
Man Plus) for a uniquely atmospheric murder mystery with sudden bouts of brutal violence.
Seven to Eternity Vol. 3: Rise To Fall Image Comics
Grant McKay attempts to rescue his team from the evil of the Withering Woods, but his
presence threatens to unravel a peace treaty between the world's gods and cost his daughter a
hard earned happiness. The Dimensionauts long jaunt through alternative realities is finally
leading them back home, but what will it take to get there? More importantly, what has
happened while they were gone? The pulp sci-fismash hit by RICK REMENDER &
MATTEO SCALERA ramps up the stakes and the tension for its most exciting arc yet with a
finale that will finally demonstrate the true damage the Pillar has wrought. Was Kadir right
all along? Collects BLACK SCIENCE #22-25.
Secret Avengers By Rick Remender Image Comics
The Anarchist League of Scientists is scattered to the cosmic winds. Abuse of the Pillar's
power has gnawed at the very foundation of reality, as all that ever is, was, and will be is
falling in on itself. Beaten and dismayed, it falls to Grant McKay and what allies he has left
to start a Hail Mary mission to the center of the Onion, and the chance of salvation that
rests there. RICK REMENDER and MATTEO SCALERA set their sights on the End of the
Eververse, as the Dimensionauts begin their final quest to fix everything that ever went
wrong, or damn all of eternity to the void. Collects BLACK SCIENCE #35-38
Black Science #1 Marvel Entertainment
Adam Osidis walks a veiled path strewn with impossible choices and heartbreaking compromise. Between Adam
and the cure for his wasting disease lies the Skylord Volmer and his thirst for revenge on The God of Whispers.
Adam must now protect the man who murdered his father, but to what lengths will he go to achieve it? RICK
REMENDER and JEROME OPEA bring the first chapter of the world of Zhal to a bone-chilling conclusion.
Collects SEVEN TO ETERNITY #10-13
Black Science Vol. 9: No Authority But Yourself Image Comics
Millennia ago, mankind fled the Earth's surface into the bottomless depths of the darkest oceans.
Shielded from a merciless sun's scorching radiation, the human race tried to stave off certain
extinction by sending robotic probes far into the galaxy to search for a new home among the stars.

Generations later, one family is about to be torn apart in a conflict that will usher in the final race to
save humanity from a world beyond hope. Dive into an aquatic fantasy like none you've ever seen
before in this oversized hardcover, packed to the gills with concept art, design sketches, original
script, and more hidden treasures, as writer RICK REMENDER (DEADLY CLASS, SEVEN TO
ETERNITY) and artist GREG TOCCHINI (LAST DAYS OF AMERICAN CRIME) bring you a
tale of mankind's final hour in the cold, deathly dark of the sea. Collects LOW #1-15
Dark Reign Image Comics
The critically acclaimed hit series FEAR AGENT returnsto Image Comics! The homecoming begins with
a new series of master editiontrades, each collecting 10 issues of RICK REMENDER, TONY MOORE,
and JEROMEOPE�A's seminal pulp sci-fi classic! Veteran fans and new recruitsalike can experience the
whiskey-soaked, laser-scorched life of Heath Huston,the galaxy's last Fear Agent, like never before.
Loaded withnever-before-seen scripts, variant covers, designs, and conceptart. Whendown-and-out
alien exterminator Heath Huston stumbles upon an extraterrestrialplot to commit genocide against the
human species, he must put down the bottleand resume his role as a peacekeeper...the last FearAgent!
CollectsFEAR AGENT #1-10
Black Science Vol. 8: Later Than You Think Marvel
Sometimes our lives are boiled down to one moment, one choice. This is that moment for Grant McKay.
The Anarchist League of Scientists charges forward for one final adventure as RICK REMENDER and
MATTEO SCALERA bring their seminal pulp science fiction epic to a mind-shattering finale. Collects
BLACK SCIENCE #39-43
Dead Body Road Image Comics
Meet Glory, raised off the grid in a convoy amid truckers the last men and women fighting for true
freedom on the American open road. Now, in order to pay for her beloved dying Father's surgery, Glory
has three days to pull off four dangerous cross-country heists with mob killers, crooked cops, and a
psycho ex-husband all out to bring her in or die trying. The new ongoing series by New York Times
bestselling author RICK REMENDER and legendary French superstar BENGAL brings you a high-
speed chase across the American West that examines our dwindling freedoms and the price paid by those
who fight for an untethered life, in this special double-sized first issue with 40 pages of story!
Black Science #43 Image Comics
"Collecting Tokyo Ghost #1-5"--Page 4 of cover.
Black Science #18 Image Comics
The Eververse is collapsing under its own weight. The Dimensionauts, a ragtag collection of
heroes, scientists, and anarchists from countless alternate realities, must band together and head
towards the center of the Onion, the infinite-layered construct of all there is, was, and ever could
be. Grant McKay created the Pillar to save the world with science, and now he must use it to save
all worlds, all of creation, or doom reality itself to oblivion. Collects BLACK SCIENCE #31-34
Fear Agent Image Comics
“NO AUTHORITY BUT YOURSELF,” Part One (of Four) His entire life, Grant McKay
fought against conformity, preferring anarchy to submission. Now, with reality reeling from the
aftershocks of the Pillar, every choice Grant makes might be his last. Dimensionauts steel
themselves for their final adventure as RICK REMENDER and MATTEO SCALERA bring their
seminal pulp science-fiction epic to a mind-shattering finale.
Tokyo Ghost Vol.1 Image Comics
The Anarchist League of Scientists has lost their leader, the most recent victim of the Pillar's
violently random jumps through the Eververse...but are they really random? As the survivors fight
their way through a world where magic and science are one and the same, the secrets of their
predicament slowly come to light...and illuminate a terrible truth. Collects BLACK SCIENCE
#7-11.
Low, Book Two Image Comics
After losing their leader to Pillar's random jumps through the Eververse, the Anarchist League of
Scientists must learn to fight and survive.
A Righteous Thirst for Vengeance #1 Image Comics
The fight against the "Dark Reign" begins as the duty of chronicling Frank Castle's war journal is
passed to the new regular team of writer Rick Remender (End League, Fear Agent) and Jerome
Opena (Wolverine, Fear Agent). One man with one bullet, in the right place, at the right time, can

change the world. That's why the Punisher is perched atop a building on the Jersey shore with a
high-powered Skrull rifle, his crosshairs trained on a target in Midtown Manhattan. But who is his
target - and why? One thing's for sure: They're anything but helpless! Someone is watching their
back. Someone big. Enter: The Sentry! Collects Punisher #1-6.
Uncanny X-Force Image Comics
Collects BLACK SCIENCE #1-6. Anarchist scientist Grant McKay has done the impossible!
Using the Pillar, he has punched a hole through the barriers between dimensions, allowing travel
to all possible universes. But now Grant and his team are trapped in the folds of infinity, the Pillar
sending them careening through a million universes of unimaginable adventure, sanity-flaying
danger and no way home... Presenting the first mind-warping chapter of the critically acclaimed
sci-fi epic by superstar creative team of writer RICK REMENDER (Uncanny Avengers, Captain
America) and artist MATTEO SCALERA (Secret Avengers).
Image Comics
"NO AUTHORITY BUT YOURSELF," Part Three (of Four) The chaos of the Eververse has been
brought to heel. But is a world of perfect order any less nightmarish? Don't miss out on the penultimate
issue of BLACK SCIENCE!
Black Science #41 Black ScienceAfter losing their leader to Pillar's random jumps through the
Eververse, the Anarchist League of Scientists must learn to fight and survive.Black Science
Premiere Hardcover Volume 3: A Brief Moment of Clarity
The last surviving Dimensionaut delves deeper into the beating heart of the Godworld to uncover
the secrets of the Eververse, and a lurking shadow of his own past.
Black Science #32 Dynamite
The aftermath of the Dark Angel Saga! A member lost! New members gained! An Avenger
discovers the secret of X-Force! Fantomex and Ultimaton must allow the world's most powerful
weapon to leave their care. Psylocke must say goodbye to the man she loves. And new friends
must stand and make a suicide march. Then, the Trial of Fantomex begins as X-Force journeys to
Otherworld! Guest starring Psylocke's brother Captain Britain, and the multiverse-spanning
Captain Britain Corps! COLLECTING: Uncanny X-Force 20-24, 19.1
Black Science #38 Image Comics
Collecting Secret Avengers (2010) #21.1 and #22-37. Hawkeye takes over Steve Rogers� covert
Avengers team! And with a new leader comes a fresh lineup as Giant-Man, Captain Britain and
the original Human Torch join Black Widow, Beast, Valkyrie and Ant-Man as Earth�s
stealthiest heroes. But will Hawkeye draw the line at Cap�s final recruit: the deadly Venom?! As
the Avengers battle the X-Men, Thor takes a secret squad to stop the Phoenix by any means
necessary! But on the Kree homeworld, can Ms. Marvel and the Protector break free of Minister
Marvel�s influence to aid their former companions? As Hawkeye and Black Widow seek to
unmask the spy in their ranks, a new Masters of Evil forms � and the Shadow Council�s true
goal is revealed! But the robotic Descendants� rise may end the Secret Avengers once and for all!
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